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The home and family structure currently preached in the LDS church has a history--it is not a
timeless ideal, something, innately right that we have strayed from and need to return to.

WOMEN, THE MORMON FAMILY,
AND CLASS MOBILITY:
NINETEENTH-CENTURY VICTORIAN IDEOLOGY
IN A TWENTIETH-CENTURY CHURCH
B_y Dorice Williams glliott
RECENTLY A WOMAN IN MY
called) women have always worked--on
ward needed a ride to the hospital durfarms, in shops and factories, or, most
ing the afternoon The b~shop asked the
commonly during the eighteenth and
Relief Society to find one of the sisters to
nineteenth centuries, in the homes of
take her Since most of the women in my
more privileged %ray-at-home" women.
urban waid (like those m more and
Working-class women, in fact, were the
more wards m the Church today) work
old-fash~oned version of the "modern
outside the home, they had a difficult
conveniences" that allowed m~ddle-class
time finding someone who was avmlable
women the time to dote on their children
in the mM,dle of the dafT Finally one of
and engage in things like church sel~qce
the few almost-full-time-stay-at-homeand volunteer work But it was primarily
homemakers m the ward was found to
among the working classes, rather than
do the job--my husband Though most
their "betters" of the upper and middle
of the women m my ward work outside
classes, where early Mormon missionarthe home, however, few of them work at
ies in England found their numerous
power jobs, or even fulfllhng ones They
converts--converts who, like many In
work, as the majority of people in the
my ward, turned to the Church as a
world do, and have always done, bebeacon of hope to lead them out of the
cause they :need the money to live Their
squalor and hopelessness of their hves.
working is not a matter of principle, or
For these people, as for many still today,
even of choice, for most of these women,
a woman who could afford to stay at
working outside the home is a matter
home and create a happy haven from the
that has more to do with class than it
world for her husband and children was
does w~th religious beliefs or fem~mst
both a major Ingredient and an Imporconsciousness
tant symbol of the "better life" they
The Victorian ideal of the happy,
sought.
smiling mother-angel m the home ~s,
The smiling mother on the cover of
and was from ItS inception, a middle-class phenomenon.~ In the contemporary LDS church’s Family Home Evemng Resource
England especially, lower-class (working-class, as it’s also Book, who sits with her arms around her children as they listen
to the father expound scripture, has among her roots the early
nineteenth-century Evangelical movement m England 2 The
DORICE WILLMM5 ELLIOTT is a Ph D candidate m English Evangelical reformers, led by Wilham WIlberforce and others
literature at Johns Hopkins UmversW w~th an emphasts m narra- both within and w~thout the established Church of England,
tive literature.
aimed to rewtahze religion and nd the world of the vices that
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had become commonplace, especially among the aristocracy phlet on the subject of choosing a wife "The Aralgnment of
since the monarchy was restored. Evangelical politicians wereLewde, idle, froward, and unconstant women: Or the vamtie
responsible for outlawing slavery, passing the first labor laws,of them, choose you whether. ,6 He begins his first chapter with
and legislating Sabbath observance. They were also involvedthe then-accepted vmw of woman’s use and origin:
Moses descnbeth a woman thus: At the first beginin the first extensive missionary efforts to the "heathens"
ning
(saith he) a woman was made to be a helper unto
abroad, as well as in promoting education for the lower classes
man,
and so they are indeede, for she helpeth to
at home. Their influence was tremendous in England and in
spend
& consume that which man palnefully getteth.
America; many historians point to the Evangelicals as the
He
also
saith that they were made of the ribbe of a
source of much of what has come to be called "Victorianism."
man,
and
that their froward nature sheweth; for a
Though the Evangelicals were heavily Involved in parliamennbbe
is
a
crooked
thing good for nothing else, and
tary reform and numerous charitable and civic organizations,
women
are
crooked
by nature, for small occasion will
the new brand of religion they preached was, as historian Ian
Bradley puts it, "above all else the religion of the home .,3 "The cause them to be angry
Againe, in a manner she was no sooner made but
Evangelicals," Bradley claims, "succeeded in establishing the
straight
way her minde was set upon mischiefe, for by
home as the centre of nineteenth-century English life." Many
her
aspiring
minde and wanton will she qmckly proothers besides the Evangelicals were involved in promoting the
cured
mans
fall,
and therefore ever since they are &
kind of family patterns we have inherited, but the pattern set
have
been
a
woe
unto
man, and follow the line of their
by the Evangelicals for family life was in many ways characterfirst
leader]
istic of middle-class family life in nineteenth-century England
and America. It is also similar to the family ideal of the modem His tirade continues with a series of animal metaphors that
he uses explicitly to describe the faults common to many
LDS church.
women, and implicitly to describe the animal nature of all
The Evangelical most involved in promoting the family
ideal of the movement was Hannah More. Perhaps the most women. Though Swetnam included in his book "a commenfamous woman of her time, More wrote thousands of pages dauon of wise, vertuous, and honest women," he makes it clear
Men,
aimed at teaching people how to run their lives and theirthat their only purpose is to be "pleasant to married
’’8
profitable
for
young
men,
and
hurtful
to
none.
Though
families. Her conduct book, Strictures on the Modem System of
Swetnam’s
pamphlet
was
controversial
and
sparked
a
number
Female Education, and her novel, Coelebs m Search of a Wife,
both focus on the special mission of women to manage theirof rebuttals from those who held differing opinions on the
homes on the principles of domestic economy and frugalitynature of women, his attitude was characteristic of many, and
and to exercise their native temperament as agents of charity. his pamphlet was often reprinted well into the eighteenth
While in More’s ideal family the husband is always the head ofcentury.
the household, providing both income and direction, the role BY contrast to Swetnam and other seventeenth-century
of wife and mother is of equal, if not greater, importance.
Women and men, says More, "in many essential points" resem- writers and thinkers, Hannah More’s friend and contemporary,
great length on "the importance of
ble one another. In drawing a map of one, the geographer must Sarah Trimmer, expounds at
the Female Sex in society.’° As one of Trimmer’s correspondinevitably "introduce some of the neighboring coast."4 Although More was far from revolutionary in introducing suchents claims, "All must admit the importance of the Female
ideas, the fact that she goes to great lengths to outline the Character in every rank of life. The principles and conduct of
the Well-being
importance of a woman’s role in the family and to stress a wife’swomen.., stand in very close connection with"1°
of
Families,
and
the
good
of
the
Community.
Thus, by the
basic equality with her husband shows that these were by no
means obvious or universally accepted truths for her audience. time Trimmer and More wrote, women no longer existed only
In fact, Coelebs in Search of a Wife, the story of an eligible youngfor the convenience and profit of men, but instead had a vital
bachelor’s encounters with numerous young women of variousfunction to ennoble society The seventeenth-century "daughtypes, reads like an 800-page advertisement aimed at convinc- ter of Eve," who had to be curbed and watched over lest her
ing men to desire and select the kind of wife More promoted native sexuality and disobedient nature should endanger a
in her earlier conduct books. The book also, of course, in- man’s lineage and destroy his peace, became the "blessed lady"
who creates a heaven on earth in the home and is responsible
structs women in how to be this newly desirable "feminine"
woman. As feminist schoars Nancy Armstrong and Mary for preserving all that is good within it.
Poovey have so convincingly demonstrated, books like those Besides their insistence on a new and more noble kind of
More wrote actually helped to create and define both a new woman, the conduct-book and novel writers also described a
different style of family life, one in which the home becomes
kind of woman and a new kind of family.5
In large part through the influence of hundreds of conductthe woman’s sphere to reign in and preside over.~1 While
books and novels like Moreg, the late seventeenth-century women have almost always had major responsibilities within
"Mother of our Miseries" was transformed into the delicate butthe home, the emergence of a capitalist economy increasingly
vital mid-nineteenth-century "hope of the age." Seventeenth-separated the home from the workplace.12 This trend was
century writer Joseph Swetnam, for instance, titled his pamomarked spatially both in the move to the suburbs for those
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who could afford it, and by the increasing speclahzation andwhich, said middle-class writers, the security of the nation
separation of rooms within a home: the kitchen was separated rested. The power to regulate human behavior, then, shifted
from the parlor; the shop was clearly divided from the hwngfrom the political, legal, and military world peopled excluquarters; the farm implements, animals, and business weresively by aristocratic men to the feminized middle-class world
moved to the barn; and outside "offices" were separated from of the home 14 Thus, aristocratic women of the eighteenth
the house Socially and emotionally, men’s and women’scentury were represented as spending all their ume at watering
spheres became more separplaces, balls, and pleasure
ate and more defined--and
gardens, neglecting their
the richer the family was, the
homes and leaving their chilmore the spheres could be
dren to be raised by superstiseparated. While lower-miduous servants, while anstodle-class wives, daughters,
cratm men frequented coffee
and sisters might still tend
houses, gaming clubs, and
the shop, produce the goods
political societies. The new
for sale, or feed and board the
middle-class ideology, which
farm laborers and tend the
More and the Evangelicals
dairy, the goal for most of
helped to create, urged both
these people was to achieve a
men and women to come
level of income that would
home to their families and
free the women of the family
hearthsides where happiness,
from the taint of the workhealth, and security lay.
place and allow them to emWHILE More and her
bellish the home and manage
the servants who would do
contemporaries, both Evanthe labor there
gelicals and other authors of
Increasingly separated
conduct books and novels,
from the harsh, brutal
urged the upper and middle
world--as the workplace
classes to follow this new
came to be represented--the
pattern for domestic life, they
home became a "refuge" and
were also busy promulgating
a "haven" presided over by
the same values to those beangelic but efficient women.
neath themhthe working
It was to be a place of safety,
classes. Both More and Trimof comfort, and of beauty.
mer, for instance, were
Children, another category
renowned educators of the
undergoing redefinition,
lower classes. More initiated
were Increasingly the focus of
and administered two extentheir mother’s attention. For
sive Sunday school systems
instance, unlike earlier
that attempted to teach the
women of postion, middlepoor to read and to keep
class women rarely employed wet-nurses, while toys and them from mischief on their one day off. She also wrote an
children’s literature became an industry. Loving family
extremely popular series of pamphlets for the lower classes
portraits, or pictures of mother and child, became popular. entitled The Cheap Repository Tracts. In these tracts, More
And the household, now defined as a separate, privatized instructed the poor through engaging stories and poetry on
space associated with and largely presided over by women, how to do their duty, live religiously, and manage their homes
was depicted by the novels and conduct books as the context economically. Interestingly, Moreg tracts show the poor behavfor normal behavior. This, says Armstrong, was a "tellinging with the same values and running their homes on the same
cultural move.’’~3 The middle classes, which had little powerplan, though on a reduced scale, as "their betters." In other
politically in the eighteenth century, imtially defined themwords, the poor were to reproduce the same lifestyle as the
selves against the dissipated aristocracy and established theirmiddle class, but on a smaller scale. Accordingly, More
own cultural supremacy through the power of a moral stanceportrays poor but thrifty housewives who manage their slim
centered on this kind of home. Later, say historians Leonoreresources so effectively that their homes, too, are scrupulously
Davidoff and Catherine Hall, the middle class maintained itsclean little havens from the harsh world outside--and their
position by defining itself against the lower or working classes,husbands are so attracted to these scaled-down versions of
again on the ground of a moral superiority based on the middle-class life that they return home from the pubs and
homehthe separate, privatized, and feminized sphere oncockfights and spend their leisure hours learning to read the
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Bible and leading their families in prayer. 15 Similarly, children
and adults who came to More’s Sunday schools to learn to read
and cipher were expected to use their newly learned skills to
study the Bible and to employ thmr lmsure time more productively Her aim was "to train up good members of society
and plain practical Christians .... My plan of instrucuon is
extremely simple and limited .... My object is not to make
fanatics, but to train up the lower classes ~n habits of industry
and piety.’’16 Thus, educaung the lower classes in the writers’
own images was seen by middle-class educators like More as
the key to ensuring national security and a stable, sober work
force, as well as a means to save the souls and increase the
happiness (i.e., contentment) of the working classes.
Laborers who learned to read and cipher, however, m~ght
also be in a posmon to raise themselves economically and
socially. This was a point of some anxiety for many educators,
including More, who "allowed of no wriung for the poor" in
her schools. Knowing how to write might indeed make
servants smarter than their masters, as one farmer feared,lr In
other words, workers who could read and write m~ght be able
to get better jobs than brute labor. Or, even more dangerous,
they might read se&tious literature, such as Tom Paine’s The
Rights of Man, which could lead to upnstngs or labor orgamzations. This, in fact, is exactly what happened among
large secuons of the working classes who learned to read in
Sunday schools like More’s.ls Promulgating middle-class values and lifestyles among the working classes was a two-edged
sword: on the one hand, it could work for stability and security
by making the poor more content in thmr lives; on the other,
it could also make the poor less satisfied with their lot and lead
to dangerous desires, desires not only to emulate but also to
share the wealth and lifestyles of the middle classes.
Further, the middle-class religious ideology that the Sunday
and chanty school students imbibed focused on the value of
the individual and taught both men and women to form their
self-idenuty on the basis of qualiues of heart and mind rather
than on birth and status. While such values worked to distinguish and valorize the m~ddle classes in thmr struggle with the
old aristocracy, when applied to the lower classes they created
a paradox. The soul of even the most lowly was precious in the
sight of God, and all should strive to attain the qualities of
soberm~ndedness, thrift, common sense, and sensibility; on
the other hand, if all were equally precxous and all had the
same valued qualities, what was to &stingmsh the middle
classes from those beneath them? Thus the education offered
to the poor by More and fellow educators was potentially
subversive of the very stability it was supposed to shore up.
MORMONISM AND ITS DOMESTIC THEOLOGY
NOW that I have made this long digression into early
nineteenth-century social history, I will make some connections between the emerging domestic ideology I have been
describing and modern Mormonism. The ~mmediate connecuon came for me while I was studying Hannah More’s career.
More’s schools caused some controversy among the local farm-
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ers and clergy in the depressed areas in which she was working. In two of the villages a bitter conflict arose, resulting in a
fierce war in the press between supporters and opponents of
More’s schools. The name of one of these villages was familiar
to me; it was the home of my own ancestors. As I read about
the incidents centering in that little town, which I visited a few
years ago to trace my own roots, I realized that it ~s extremely
likely that my ancestors, who themselves were poor laborers,
attended and learned to read ~n Moreg schools--a skill that, in
their case, most likely enabled them to read the Book of
Mormon (which would have been most horrifying to More)
before they joined the Latter-day Saints and emigrated to Utah.
And my ancestors, along with thousands of other workingclass converts to Mormonism, got what education they had
from Sunday schools and charity schools in the early
nineteenth century, schools that taught them to read the Bible
while they imbibed middle-class values--and desires.
In fact, the family history of another of my working-class
ancestors describes how the mother read Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin aloud to the assembled family.
Though renowned for its focus on the slavery issue, I know of
no book that more powerfully promotes domesuc middleclass values, including the centrahty of the home (versus the
pohtical sphere) and the power of the angelic mother/wife to
reform society through the home--and to contribute to the
social and economic mobility of the family as well.
Another example of the kind of literature my working-class
ancestors were exposed to is Hannah More’s Cheap Repository
Tracts. The tracts were sold at a remarkably cheap price so they
could be purchased and read by even the poorest readers, and
they sold more than two million copies (a publishing
phenomenon). Through rea&ng the various stones, poems,
and sermons, my working-class ancestors would have learned
to desire a neat, clean, nicely decorated home w~th a smiling,
frugal, sweet wife; a brood of cheerful, loving, helpful, welldressed, and educated children; and a father who left the home
to provide financial support, but returned at night to give
spiritual guidance. Through working in the homes of their
"superiors," they would also have learned to desire an array of
material goods to support and enrich this spiritual lifestyle.
During the first half of the nineteenth century, a time of
economic stress and societal upheaval, this dream was simply
unavailable to most of the working classes, Hannah Moreg
recipes and household hints notwithstanding. Women and
children worked long hours beside men in factories, farming,
cottage industries, or the homes of the well-to-do--or they
worked as prostitutes. Their wages were low, their jobs uncertain, their food often substandard, thmr living conditions unsanitary. Many turned to alcohol or, even cheaper, opium.
Thomas DeQuincey’s autobiography describes the druggists
laying counters full of opium pills for the Saturday night rush
when the factory workers got off. Some, as educauonal critics
feared, &d form workers’ organizations where they organized
riots and, eventually, strikes. And some embraced religion.
Although it carried a certain social stigma and even likely
economic distress, thousands, as we know, were drawn to
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Mormonism, a new and exciting religion that promised nottheir second or third generations, the Victorian family, marked
only spiritual power and independence and a strong sense ofby the "angel-in-the-house" role for women, was firmly estabcommunity among believers, but also gave people a reason tolished both in American and Mormon cultures. Most of the
hope--and a reason to leave their lives of drudgery and emi- descendants of those emigrant converts, converts who learned
grate to America to build a new life, where they could ownto read and to desire such a life from schools and books like
property and earn enough money to live in middle-classthose of Hannah More, had risen to middle-class status and
nuclear families.
could afford the labor-saving conveniences that replaced
I am not going to trace in detail what happened to these working-class servants and allowed the women of the family
converts and their
to keep out of the
domestic dreams as
workplace and stay at
they emigrated to the
home.
American frontier.
I HAVE
Certainly the kind of
domestic unit envisketched, in very
sioned by More and
broad strokes, just
the conduct-book
one of the strands in
writers was not the
the history of the
model for first-generMormon ideal of famation American fronily and motherhood.
tier homes, nor was it
The point that I
compatible with pluwould like to make
ral marriage, an issue
with this short bit of
that feminists Joan
history is that the
Iversen and Juhe
home and family
Dunfey have adstructure currently
dressed-though, as
preached in the LDS
they outline, there is
church has a hisgood evidence that
tory--it is not a timethe ideal domestic
less ideal, something
umt was still a cherinnately right that we
ished goal for many
have strayed from
women who lived
and need to return to.
under far different
This particular family
circumstances.2° Nor
ideal happened to
am I going to address
grow up during the
in detail what factors
same period that the
caused some to turn
LDS church did.
to religion, specifiThough I focused on
cally Mormonism, instead of opium, alcohol, debauchery, orEngland, a similar ideal was developing in America. More’s
social activism. Perhaps those who did embrace Mormonism books, for example, sold more copies here than in England.
were those who most successfully internalized the middle-The first mothers’ clubs and mothers’ magazines in America,
class values taught in charity schools and reading matter forwhose purpose was to support and educate mothers and
the poor Perhaps the Churchg lay ministry, in which personalconvince them of the importance of their role, began in upstate
and spiritual qualities rather than birth or education qualified
New York, not far from Palmyra.23 Thus many of our leaders
one to serve, appealed to them. Perhaps the Mormon afterlife, and members, both male and female, advocate the kind of
based as it is on a three-class system, promised status after homes for which their nineteenth-century ancestors sought
death that seemed unavailable in earthly society.21 John F. C.
and sacrificed because such homes symbolized social mobility
Harrison gives evidence that many were already religiousand increased status as well as convenience. They preach this
seekers, having joined several churches before they encoun- kind of home, however, as if it were as timeless as the message
tered Mormonism.22 Whatever spoke to the thousands of
of salvation they link it to.
individuals who joined the Mormon church, history bears out In the May 1990 general conference, for instance, Elder Rex
the fact that for most of them, joining eventually brought
E. Pinegar’s talk explained that "Our Heavenly Father has
increased economic and social status along with its spiritualorganized us into families for the purpose of helping us
rewards.
successfully meet the trials and challenges of life. The home
At any rate, by the time the Church reached the middle ofalso exists to bless us with the joys and privileges of family
the twentieth century, when these emigrant families were in
associations. ,24 While this statement may seem self-evident to
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world’s rude realities, a loving woman can say, "Come
most American Mormons today, the concept would have been
foreign to some of our ancestors. Even in the late eighteenth unto me. I will give you rest." Wherever she is can
century, "family" could as easily refer to servants, laborers, and become a sancufied place, safe from the storms of
life .29
other employees as to a group of people related to each other.
For instance, ~n Ann Radcliffe’s Mysteries of Udolpho, an ex- Elders Nelson and Pinegar, and countless others, preach
tremely popular novel in the last decade of the eighteenthfrom their own experiences on the east side of Salt Lake C~ty
century, the master of a small estate calls "the family" togetherand similar places where their mothers, wives, and daughters
for "family prayer." The only person not required to attend this didn’t and don’t work outside the home for pay. Here the
ritual is the only person in the household actually related towomen have every convenience, including, in many cases,
him--his daughter.25 In fact, ~n the early mghteenth century,
household help, while the men do "go out" into a workplace
no word existed that meant "only kin" within a household.26that is often harsh and even brutal, where profit rules and
power ~s often ruthless. For many in contemporary American
"Family associations" would have included not only nuclear
and extended family members, but also sextants, visitors,society, home is something of a refuge from this world, but for
lodgers, pupils, and anyone else living or working in themany others, home is at least as harsh as the workplace. I do
not mean to criticize the middle-class "refuge" hfestyle--it
household.
Elder P~negar goes on to describe the home, in language prowdes hapDness and meaning for many. But I do object to
that could have been penned by Hannah More or Sarah Trim- prescribing th~s hfe as the gospel ~deal for all--all families, all
mer, as "our safety place, our support network, our sanctuary, women, all classes, and all cultures ~n all umes. All s~tuations
our salvation ,27 The fact that he does not say, for instance, "the are not, as I have shown, like the middle-class family popseat of our bus~ness," "the scene of our labors," or "the house ulanzed in mneteenth-century Britain. Nor are they hke postfrom whmh we rule our nmghbors and tenants," indicates thatWorld War II America, when the Vmtonan family took on a
he is speaking from a nineteenth-century ideology of the homerenewed vitality and when, agmn, hawng a wife at home was
rather than from that of a previous era. Though Elder Pinegar, a measure of a man’s success m the world, econommally and
quoting President Joseph E Smith, claims that the home’ssocially. I am not tryqng to era&care the Victorian family, as
foundation "is as ancient as the world, and its mission has beenlong as the individuals involved have the economic resources
ordained of God from the earhest umes," nmther he nor and the cultural values to support it. But in this last decade of
President Smith seemed to recogmze that the kind of family the twentieth century, we find ourselves agmn--hke those ~n
and the type of mission have changed throughout history-- the last decade" of the eighteenth century--in a time of cultural
even recent Mormon history--and have been defined differ- and economic transition that ~s redefimng the family, and the
ently by different classes and cultures hving at the same time.role of women within it, in significant ways.
P~negar’s statement that "there can be no genuine hapDness Thus I am concerned about Church leaders preaching
separate and apart from the home" may be true for our age and sacrifice, home production, going without even what most
culture, but it certainly does not seem to reflect the portrayaltoday would call necessities ~n order to keep women, espeof the human condition in, for instance, the Bible, where thecially married women, out of the workplace and at home at all
home--and the women associated with it--seems as often to costs. Many women, of course, have done this in the past. I,
too, am moved by stones of poor and/or wtdowed mothers
be a hindrance as a help to men’s happiness.
Similarly, Elder Russell M. Nelson’s October 1989 general who raised large families with little money and many sacrifices,
conference talk specifically echoes Victorian ideals for womenimparung values to their children that enabled them to escape
in promoting ideal Mormon family life. Says Elder Nelson, asuch hard lives in the next generation. But those women lived
~n different times. Today we push women, Church women, in
"faithful woman" ~s "more concerned with being righteous
than selfish, more anxious to exercise compassion than tomany subtle and overt ways, toward education, accomplishexercise dominion, more committed to integrity than toment, excellence in a "worldly" sense, and then, once they have
notoriety. ,28 While such values are undoubtedly Christian, hissaid a simple "yes" at the marriage altar, we ask them to step
selection of these particular qualities precisely follows theback into another age. Such advice looks backward rather than
Victorian ideal of womanhood-~a woman is compassionate, forward, and does little to help women or families adjust to the
unselfish, true, and she avoids notoriety or dominion at allcomplex con&tions of today’s world.
costs, because those are qualities of the public rather than the The message of the gospel is salvation through Christ, but
private sphere, the male rather than the female. She may not from the earliest days of our church, part of its promise, in
have, as Elder Nelson claims, "exclusive dominion over thepractical terms, has been social mobility, marked as much as
heart," any more than a man has a "monopoly on the mind,"anything by a wife who doesn’t work outside the home but
but the tendencies in either direction are certainly made clear. instead stays home to create a separate place, a haven from the
Again, in words which More or Trimmer could easily haveworld. In the United States, we are by and large a church of
wntten, Elder Nelson describes the place of the woman and people who realized this goal within one or two generations,
and we are now left with an uneasy m~x of past and present
the home that is her sphere:
values and attitudes toward home, women, work, and finanWhen her husband, children, grandchildren, niecial security. Our ancestors did not idealize their lives of
ces, or nephews return from a day marred by the
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poverty and privation--as we sometimes do in retrospect. to feel both the promise of spiritual regeneration and of social
They wanted up and out; that’s why they came to America. We and economic growth. But our ward is also a difficult one to
can learn from and should value their efforts and their sacri-staff and maintain. A lay clergy, as our largely middle-class
fices, but we don’t need to romanticize themmand we shouldward and stake leaders have learned through experience, denot confuse cultural values and attitudes with beliefs we holdpends on certain middle-class values--dependability, promptto be timeless.
ness, persistence, and self-reliance~and on middle-class
Certainly, we should work to preserve what’s good about the education, which teaches how to read, to speak articulately, to
"family"--that is, the historical notion of family we have inherteach, to manage. It also depends, as leaders are realizing
ited-but trying to
throughout
the
return to a past
Church, on having
model is not the soluwomen who are not
_
tion to the pressing
_I~ ~---~b---- ~employed outside the
problems of our time.
home who have the
_ c _-#
Accepting and protime to perform many
moting the Victorian
of the functions of the
family uncritically
Church’s programs.
may in many cases
Another difficulty
work to increase proour ward and others
blems and decrease
like it face is that once
the happiness we
disadvantaged urban
claim to seek. Permembers gmn experihaps we would be
ence in the Church
better off teaching
and, sometimes with
our members to use
help from excellent
their relauonship
Church programs
with God as their
and leaders, make
haven from the
’"~ ,gmns vocationally
world--a
haven
and economically as
which they, male and
well, they usually
female, can take with
move to the subthem anywherem
urbs--to live the life
rather than relying
they see p~ctured in
on a mother and a
the Ensign and the
physical home to
Church’s Reader’s Diprovide such securgest inserts. Those
ity Perhaps we could
who don’t move are
actually promote a
usually those who
new family model in
don’t and can’t fit that
which nurturing, lovimage--many are
ing unconditionally, and feeling compassion are not associatedseriously undereducated, troubled with crippling problems,
just with mothers or women, in which the home is indeedvictims of racial prejudice, or simply single. A few are families
based on love and security--among whatever particular con- who have tried to follow the Church’s counsel to live the
figuration of people happen to live there. We do sometimesm~ddle-class ideal before they have joined the middle class
preach th~s, but we still hold up the Victorian nuclear familyeconomically--families with many children liwng in small
as the best possible version of lt. Could th~s be, at least in part, quarters on one inadequate income with a tired but valiant
because of its residual class associations?
woman at home, still hoping that at least her children will not
have to live as she has done. While I respect the woman who
FINALLY, I return to my ward. Living in my urban wardlives like this, revering her personal dedication and willingness
is in some ways like living in the early Church. Missionaries in
to obey what she fervently beheves, I am still troubled at the
my ward are baptizing more people than in any other in themixed messages of a church that sometimes seems to confuse
mission--most of the new converts come from lower classes, socio-economic symbols with spiritual rewards, and tends to
many black or Hispanic, and most live in the central city. Ingeneralize the experience of American pioneers to other culmy ward, there is some of the same fervor and the same hope tures, both outside and inside present-day America, where
and energy those early Church members fresh from the textilehard work and sacrifice don’t always bring economic advancefactories and coal mines of England must have felt when theyment, and where spiritual salvation may not involve a middlearrived in Nauvoo or Salt Lake City or Ririe, Idaho. They seem class nuclear family at all.
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of Hannah More (London Cadell and Davies, 1801), x-xl
On the other hand, I am also troubled about what to do in The5 Works
Nancy Armstrong, Desire and Domesttc F~ct~on (Oxford Oxford Umv
with those who, unlike my ancestors, don’t seem to desire thePress, 1987), Mary Poovey, The Proper Lady and the Woman Writer (Chicago
middle-class hfe the Church seems to promisemthose who Unlv of Chicago Press, 1984)
don’t really want to work up to the middle class, even if it were 6 Joseph Swetnam, The Ara~gnment of Lewde, idle, froward, and unconstant
Thomas Archer, 1615)
within reach, because they don’t share the values of the whitewomen7 (London
Ara~gnment, 1
American middle-class, including its ideals about family life. 8 Aragnment, utle page
Can such people be assimilated into a church that takes Amer- 9 Sarah Trimmer, The Oeconomy of Chanty (London Johnson and
ican middle class values for granted, or are they necessarilyRlvlngton, 1801), xn
Trimmer, 276
excluded from salvation? I am also troubled by the many who 10
11 There is an lnteresung moment in Tnmmer’s Oeconomy of Chanty in
come to the Church with hope, and then drift away because which she uses the phrase "heads of families" to refer to women She imthe hope--spmtual sometimes, but almost always linked to mediately appends a footnote in which she stresses that "It is very far from my
to lessen the consequence of masters of families, therefore when I apply
the temporal--dies. Many expect prosperity, expect their pro- lntenuon
the term heads offam~hes to my own sex, I wish to be understood, rather as hmltblems to be solved, or expect the spmtual high they first~ng my observanons to those paruculars which belong to the province of the
experience to continue to serve as an opiate to assuage the pain m~stress, or as supposing them to act in conjuncuon with the proper head of the
in their hves. When the Church fails to fulfill these expecta-family" (Vol II, 3) Tnmmer’s worrying of these terms ~s a good in&canon that
the respective rotes of women and men tn the family are undergoing transmon
tions, they leave.
12 See Leonore Dav~doff and Cathenne Hall, Family Fortunes Men and
Ironically enough, the ward I live in now is the mostWomen
of the Enghsh Mtddle Class 1780-1850 (Chicago Umv of Chicago Press,
spiritually ahve and growing ward I’ve ever lived in. There is a1987) for a thorough treatment of th~s phenomenon
feeling of community in the gospel; calling each other 13 Armstrong, 24
Davldoff and Hall, 30
"brother" and "sister" does not feel hke just another form of 14
15 Hannah More, "The H~story of Hester Wflmot," Works, Vol 5, 283431
pohte address. Yet there are few "traditional" famihes in our 16 Wflham Roberts, Memoirs of Mrs Hannah More, Vol III, 128
ward--families with two parents who are still marned, are 17 Martha More, Mend,p Annals, ed Arthur Roberts, 2d ed (London James
both acnve members, and have children at home. Even among Nlsbet, 1859), 14-15
18 For a thorough account of the effects of Sunday School educanon on the
these, most of the mothers work outside the home. In my working
classes, see Thomas Laqueur, Relg~on and Respectab~hty Sunday .Schools
ward, at any rate, spirituality and sainthood are not tied to and Working
Class Culture 1780-1850 (New Haven Yale Umv Press, 1976)
"Mormon" family hfe, however much such a family may sym- 19 Thomas DeQumcey, Confessions of an Enghsh Opmm-Eater, ed Grevel
bolize success. Certainly we should be working w~thin theLlndop (Oxford Oxford Umv Press, 1985), 3
20 Joan Iverson, "Feminist Imphcatlons of Mormon Polygyny," and Juhe
Church to help our members ~mprove their lives temporally asDunfey,
’"Living the Principle’ of Plural Marriage Mormon Women, UtoDa, and
well as spiritually, for ultimately the two are not separable. AndFemale Sexuality in the Nineteenth Century," Feminist Studies 10 (1984) 505certmnly we should encourage strong and happy families. But36
we should also be careful not to confuse the spmtual hope the 21 I am indebted to my friend Klm Rogers for this astute suggestion
22 John F C Harnson, "The Popular H~story of Early Victorian Britain A
gospel offers with the soclo-economlc promise that many wantMormon
Contribution," m Mormons m Early Vtctonan Britain, ed Richard L Jento tie to it as well. And we should be careful not to impose a sen and Malcolm R Thorp (Salt Lake C~ty Umv of Utah Press, 1989), 11
pamcular historical model of successful family life onto our 23 See Mary Ryan, Cradle of the M~ddle Class The Family m Oneida County,
1750-1865 (New York Cambridge Umv Press, 1981), 97-104
theology. Women in the work force, even married women vathNew24York,
Rex E Plnegar, "Home First," Ensign (May 1990), 9
children, are not a sign of a falling away from God; they are 25 Ann Radchffe, The Mysteries of Udolpho, ed Bonamy Dobree (Oxford
merely a deviation from the ideal of a previous age. The spiritOxford Umv Press, 1966), 20
of God may burn ever brighter even where women work and 26 A Kussmaul, Servants m Husbandry m Early Modern England (Cambridge,
7, cited ~n Davldoff and Hall, 31
families don’t sit around and wait to be "so glad when Daddy1981),
27 Pmegar, 9
comes home." My ward is a living example that while nuclear 28 Russell M Nelson, "Women Of Infinite Worth," Enstgn (November
families may not necessarily be forever, the sprat of love1989), 20
between brothers and sisters in the gospel can and ought to be. 29 Nelson, 22

NOTES

PSALM FOR WOMAN

1 Despite the current debate about the issue of class, this essay is based on
the nouon of a three-class system ~n late eighteenth- and early mneteenth-century England I am not, however, using the term ~n a Marmst sense as much as I
am using the terms actually employed by writers of the period, who wrote of
"the middling classes," "the upper classes," "the lower orders," etc Although
these writers came long before Marx, they conceived their society as a three-class
system The boundaries between classes or ranks, and what consntuted each
level, vary from writer to writer, and are certainly not based on Marxist economics
2 Faintly Home Evemng Resource Book (Salt Lake City Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 1983)
3 Ian Bradley, The Call to Seriousness (New York Macmillan, 1976), 179
4 Hannah More, "Strictures on the Modern System of Female Education,"

Blessed the woman who counsels with herself,
who finds shined in the pots and pans her face,
and there among the laundry sorts the chaff away,
who ~n her pockets finds the power of change
who washes soon her windows for the hght,
who listens w~th long ears and sees with many eyes,
who dances to the songs of herbs
who walks across the fields in holiness
whose table is an altar for a sacrament of roses
set with a place for He who knows her best.
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